RESOURCES

More no-nonsense books from NO STARCH PRESS

ETHICAL HACKING
A Hands-On Introduction to Breaking In
BY DANIEL G. GRAHAM
376 PP., $49.99
ISBN 978-1-7185-0187-4

THE LINUX COMMAND LINE,
2nd EDITION
A Complete Introduction
BY WILLIAM SHOTTS
504 PP., $39.95

PRACTICAL PACKET ANALYSIS,
3rd EDITION
Using Wireshark to Solve Real-World
Network Problems
BY CHRIS SANDERS
368 PP., $49.95
ISBN 978-1-59327-802-1

THE TCP/IP GUIDE
A Comprehensive, Illustrated Internet
Protocols Reference
BY CHARLES M. KOZIEROK
1616 PP., $99.95
ISBN 978-1-59327-047-6

GO H*CK YOURSELF
A Simple Introduction to Cyber Attacks
and Defense
BY V. BRYSON PAYNE
192 PP., $29.99
ISBN 978-1-7185-0200-0

HOW CYBERSECURITY REALLY
WORKS
A Hands-On Guide for Total Beginners
BY SAM GRUBB
216 PP., $24.99
ISBN 978-1-7185-0128-7
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